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Domain: Biological publications
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Problem: Protein-name extraction
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The Problem
• What we are able to do:

– Train on large, labeled data sets drawn from same distribution 
as testing data

• What we would like to be able do:
– Leverage large, previously labeled data from a related domain

• Transfer learning:
– Domain we’re interested in (data scarce): Target
– Related domain (with lots of data): Source

• How we plan to do it:
– Isolate features with similar distributions across domains

• Use feature space’s inherent structure to find these similarities
• Spread this information using carefully constructed priors
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Motivation
• Why is transfer important?

– Often we violate non-transfer assumption without realizing.  How much data is 
truly identically distributed (the i.d. from i.i.d.)?

• E.g. Different authors, annotators, time periods, sources
– Large amounts of labeled data/trained classifiers already exist

• Why waste data & computation?
• Can learning be made easier by leveraging related domains/problems?

– Life-long learning

• Why is structure important?
– Need some bias as to how different domains’ features 

relate to one another

• Why are priors important?
– Small bits of selective knowledge

• Guide learning algorithms
• Still relatively inexpensive



What we are able to do:

The neuronal cyclin-dependent kinase 
p35/cdk5 comprises a catalytic subunit 
(cdk5) and an activator subunit (p35)

Reversible histone acetylation changes 
the chromatin structure and can 
modulate gene transcription. Mammalian 
histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1)

Training data: Test:

Train:
Test:

• Supervised learning 
– Train on large, labeled data sets drawn from same 

distribution as testing data
– Well studied problem
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• Transfer learning (domain adaptation):
– Leverage large, previously labeled data from a related domain

• Related domain we’ll be training on (with lots of data): Source
• Domain we’re interested in and will be tested on (data scarce): Target

– [Ng ’06, Daumé ’06, Jiang ’06, Blitzer ’06, Ben-David ’07, Thrun ’96]

The neuronal cyclin-dependent kinase 
p35/cdk5 comprises a catalytic subunit 
(cdk5) and an activator subunit (p35)

Neuronal cyclin-dependent kinase 
p35/cdk5 (Fig 1, a) comprises a catalytic 
subunit (cdk5, left panel) and an 
activator subunit (p35, fmi #4)

Train (source domain: E-mail): Test (target domain: IM):

Train (source domain: Abstract):
Test (target domain: Caption):

What we would like to be able to do: 
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The neuronal cyclin-dependent kinase 
p35/cdk5 comprises a catalytic subunit 
(cdk5) and an activator subunit (p35)

Reversible histone acetylation changes
the chromatin structure and can 
modulate gene transcription. Mammalian 
histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1)

What we’d like to be able to do: 
• Transfer learning (multi-task):

• Same domain, but slightly different task
• Related task we’ll be training on (with lots of data): Source
• Task we’re interested in and will be tested on (data scarce): Target

– [Ando ’05, Sutton ’05]

Train (source task: Names): Test (target task: Pronouns):

Train (source task: Proteins):
Test (target task: Action Verbs):
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The Features
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Feature Hierarchy
Sample sentence:

Give the book to Professor Caldwell

Examples of the feature hierarchy: Hierarchical feature tree for ‘Caldwell’:
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Hierarchical prior model (HIER)

• Top level: z, hyperparameters, linking related features

• Mid level: w, feature weights per each domain

• Low level: x, y, training data:label pairs for each domain
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Hierarchical prior model (cont.)

Conditional likelihood of data:

Likelihood of data in each domain,
given domain’s model parameters:

Likelihood of each model parameter 
in each domain’s given its parent’s
hyperparameter:

Hyperparameters (without leaf nodes):
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Approximate algorithm & smoothing
Smoothing feature weights across 
entire tree can lead to over-
smoothing
– Joining unrelated features/domains
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Instead, can adjust level 
of tree to smooth over
• Also minimum 

membership size (M)



Models
• Conditional random field (CRF):

– Sequentially classify tokens, given context

– Breaks normal i.i.d. assumption

– Neighbors’ predicted class can influence my class
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Regularized models

• CRF with Gaussian prior (GAUSS):

• Instead of regularizing towards zero
– Learn model Λ’s on source data

– During target training
• Regularize towards source-trained Λ’s (CHELBA) 
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Data

• Corpora come from three genres:
– Biological journal abstracts
– News articles
– Personal e-mails

• Two tasks:
– Protein names in biological abstracts
– Person names in news articles and e-mails

• Variety of genres and tasks allows us to:
– evaluate each method’s ability to generalize across and incorporate 

information from a wide variety of domains, genres and tasks

<prot>  p38 stress-activated protein kinase
</prot> inhibitor reverses <prot>  bradykinin B(1) 
receptor </prot>-mediated component of 
inflammatory hyperalgesia.

<Protname>p35</Protname>/<Protname>cdk5
</Protname> binds and phosphorylates 
<Protname>beta-catenin</Protname>  and 
regulates <Protname>beta-catenin </Protname> / 
<Protname>presenilin-1</Protname> interaction.
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Experiments

• Compared HIER against three baselines:
– GUASS: CRF tuned on single domain’s data

• Standard N(0,1) prior

– CAT: CRF tuned on concatenation of multiple 
domains’ data, using standard N(0,1) prior

– CHELBA: CRF model tuned on one domain’s data, 
using prior trained on different, related domain’s data

• Since few true positives, focused on:
F1 := (2 * Precision * Recall) / (Precision + Recall)



Results: Intra-genre, same-task transfer

– Adding relevant HIER prior helps compared to GAUSS (c > a)
– Simply CAT’ing or using CHELBA can hurt (d ≈ b < a)
– And never beat HIER (c > b ≈ d) 18



Results: Inter-genre, multi-task transfer

– Transfer-aware priors CHELBA and HIER filter irrelevant data
– Adding irrelevant data to priors doesn’t hurt (e ≈ g ≈ h)
– But simply CAT’ing it is disastrous (f << e) 19



Results: Baselines vs. HIER

– Points below Y=X indicate HIER outperforming baselines
• HIER dominates non-transfer methods (GUASS, CAT)

• Closer to non-hierarchical transfer (CHELBA), but still outperforms
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Conclusions & Future work
• Hierarchical feature priors successfully 

– exploit structure of many different natural language 
feature spaces

– while allowing flexibility (via smoothing) to transfer 
across various distinct, but related domains, genres 
and tasks

• Future work extends these methods to the semi-
supervised and unsupervised settings

• Exploits structure not only in features space, but 
also in data space
– E.g.: Transfer from abstracts to captions of papers     

From Headers to Bodies of e-mails
21
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